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About This Game

LET’S MAKE HISTORY

Set Plays - A variety of tactics give you a choice of dynamic attacking options to outsmart the defense.

Real Time On-The-Fly Interchange System.

A deep career mode that spans multiple decades, take a player from junior ranks right up to the big leagues!

FanHub Creation Suite - Create your own stadiums, logos, players and teams and share them online across all supported
platforms.

Over 100 teams, 300 NRL players with photorealistic likenesses, and up to date 2017 rosters and team jerseys.

All new motion captured animations - including ankle taps, big hits and more!

 FanHub Featuring the all New!

Logo Creator - Create any logo you wish and apply to player's, jersey and stadium.

Stadium Creator - Create your own colosseum, boutique stadium or your very own local ground.
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Title: Rugby League Live 4
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Big Ant Studios
Publisher:
Tru Blu Games
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (x64) or higher

Processor: Intel Core i3-3210 / AMD Athlon II X4 555

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 6670 or NVIDIA Geforce GT710 with Min 2GB Memory

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 14 GB available space

Additional Notes: Controller Required

English,French
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IIt's good soundtrack from good game. As for me, the option to buy soundtrack is rather a form of thanks to developers for a
good free game.... Decent game, but not exactly there yet, I am still looking for the perfect pirate-strategy game.. You should
regain this when you die this shouldn't be for the player it should be for the character. Early review, but I should qualify it by
saying this game feels a lot like a continuation of the Myth series (gameplaywise). The combat is all about small party
skirmishes with some basic units like archers, warriors, etc. If you played Myth in the past, this game will feel like reuniting
with an old friend.

This is definitely in early access, currently there is only one campaign level, a horde mode, and multiplayer. What's exciting is
that the core gameplay is very good. It feels tactical and unpredictable at the same time.

The Good-
Core gameplay is fun and polished.
4 player coop in Campaign.
Skills provide good sustainability for your units.
Features coming out are well defined, I don't feel like I'm in EA limbo.
Explosions making a big mess.

The Bad-
Some AI and pathing issues.
Currently only one mission out for campaign.. Wonderful videogame!! If you are fan of Lemmings and Cut the Rope, this game
is PERFECT!!
Well, no more to say. Just play it!
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Really fun game! its simple in mechanics but it happens to be quite a challenge!
Recommended!. the grind, one hell of a good game ruined by corporate cash cows.. You can flex, or look like a ninja or
somethin' like that.
Best pose pack ever.. TREYARCH U GOTTA MAKE MORE MAC SURPORTED GAMES BECUASE I WANNA PLAY
ZOMBIES WITH STEAM WORKSHOP!!! And can you make the new cod game, bo4 surported for mac?. Bought this because
of the promise of an update for RPG Maker MV. Still no word of the update. Can not recommend until this is provided as
promised.
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